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Disclaimer
Disclaimer - Montem Resources Limited (“Montem” or “The Company”) has prepared
this presentation based on the information available to it. No representation or
warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or
correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this
presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of Montem, its
directors, employees or agents, advisers, nor any other person accepts liability,
including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part
of any of them or any other person, for any loss arising from the use of this
presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it. This
presentation contains general and background information about Montem’s
activities current as at the date of the presentation and should not be considered to
be comprehensive or to comprise all the information that an investor should consider
when making an investment decision.
Forward looking statements –This presentation may contain forward looking
statements that are subject to risk factors, including those associated with primary
production businesses. Forward-looking statements, including projections, forecasts
and estimates, are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied on as an
indication or guarantee of future performance and involve known and unknown
risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are outside the control of
Montem. Any prospective investor acknowledges that circumstances may change,
and the contents of this presentation may become outdated as a result. Each
prospective investor acknowledges that no audit or review has been undertaken by
an independent third party of the assumptions, data, results, calculations and
forecasts contained or referred to herein. Forecasts are inherently uncertain by
nature and are subject to a range of qualifications and assumptions inherent in them.
Those assumptions and qualifications are not generally contained in this
presentation. The actual realised returns on any investment will depend on, among
other things, the Company’s ability to raise funds, obtain permitting, future operating
results, the value of the assets and market conditions, all of which may differ from the
assumptions on which this presentation is based.

No investment advice -This presentation is not a financial product, investment
advice or a recommendation to acquire Montem securities and has been prepared
without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of individuals.
Before making an investment decision prospective investors should consider the
appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial
situation and needs, and seek legal, taxation and financial advice appropriate to their
jurisdiction and circumstances. Montem is not licensed to provide financial product
advice in respect of its securities or any other financial products. Any investment in
the Company should be regarded as being a speculative investment.
No offer - This presentation is not making any offer, inducement, solicitation or
invitation of any kind and under no circumstances is it to be construed as a
prospectus or advertisement. Without limiting the foregoing, this presentation is
intended to be communicated only to such persons as Montem is legally able to
communicate it and who are legally able to receive it in their jurisdiction of residence.
If you are not such a person, please return the presentation to Montem immediately.
Information in this presentation remains subject to change without notice.
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Tent Mountain Renewable Energy
Complex, Alberta, Canada
•

Montem' s p ortfolio of assets are exp lorat or y in nature and has diversified
p otential. Based up on the chang ing reg ulatory landscap e of the p ast few
years, and considering these unp recedented times of chang ing energ y, we reevaluated the order of develop ment for T ent Mountain.

•

W e undertook work in 2 0 1 9 to investig ate the p otential for a Pump Hydro
facility at T ent Mountain, with orig inal p lanning to b uild this at the end of mine
life.

•

T he work in 2 0 1 9 flag g ed unique and undeniab le p otential for Pump Hydro
Energ y Storag e at T ent Mountain.

•

W e have revisited this work with p remier consultants including Entura Hydro
T asmania (Entura), Boost Energ y Ventures (Boost), G HD and other indep endent
exp erts in Alb erta, to examine renewab le energ y op p ortunities at T ent
Mountain.

•

Results from these studies indicate strong p otential to p roduce renewab le
energ y and g reen hydrog en at T ent Mountain.

•

T he p otential clearly exists to transition T ent Mountain from a mine to a new
clean renewab le energ y comp lex.

•

Montem is advancing to the next stag e of develop ing the T ent Mountain
Renewab le Energ y Comp lex, including comp leting a Feasib ility study.

•

T o help fund the next stag e, the Comp any is ap p lying for C$ 5 million in Federal
funding throug h Canada’ s Clean Fuels Prog ram.
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Tent Mountain Renewable Energy Complex: Overview
• The Tent Mountain Renewable Energy Complex (TMREX) will have three primary elements:
• 320MW Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (TM-PHES)
• 100MW green hydrogen electrolyser
• 100MW wind farm (offsite)

• The special attribute of Montem owning land with
reservoirs with 300m of head, enables Tent Mountain
to act as a very big battery to service the unregulated
Alberta power market.
• Wind power is inherently intermittent, only producing
when the wind blows. By adding the TM-PHES we
smooth out electricity supply, enabling continuous
production of green hydrogen.
• The hydrogen will be produced by electrolysis, with
the electrolyser powered by renewable energy (wind
and hydropower) - producing green hydrogen.
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Project components
Key components:
• Hydropower is one of the oldest and largest sources of renewable energy.
• The hydropower system planned for Tent Mountain is known as Pumped
Hydro Energy Storage (PHES).
• The PHES harnesses the energy generated as water flows from the top
reservoir to the lower reservoir, a drop (or “head”) of over 300m, creating
immense power.
• The existing large water reservoirs that will power TM-PHES are positioned
on land owned by Montem.
• The upper reservoir is connected to the powerhouse by pipes, with the
turbines located in the powerhouse below. The turbines can be reversed to
pump the water back up the hill, using electricity generated by wind power.
• The electric interconnection with the Alberta grid provides power for when
the turbines are reversed, and the ability to send power to the grid when
generating electricity. Southern Alberta is densely populated with wind
power facilities, many of which are located within 60km of Tent Mountain.
• The green hydrogen facility will be at Tent Mountain, near the CP rail line,
the TC Energy gas pipeline, and interprovincial highway. This
infrastructu re provides ready access to growing hydrogen markets.

TM-REX Project Schematic Layout
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Pumped Hydro Energy Storage: “A very big battery”

•

Pumped hydro, like the Tent Mountain Project, is effective energy storage, like a large battery. It works by pumping and storing water to
an upper reservoir when there is an excess of renewable energy, such as when the sun is shining, and wind is blowing. The water can
then be released ‘on demand’ into the lower reservoir passing through turbines to generate electricity at the times of the day it is most
needed.

•

Pumped hydro typically operates in a daily cycle, pumping up when there is an excess of renewable energy and energy prices are low,
such as in the middle of the day, and generating energy at the times of the day when energy demand and prices are high, typically
around breakfast and dinner time. This energy is then sold into the Alberta power grid.

•

Pumped hydro is becoming an important part of Alberta’s energy future, with the ‘on demand’ dispatchable nature of pumped hydro
acting as a large battery helping to maintain a stable and reliable electricity grid. Pumped hydro will be an increasingly important part
of the supply as all coal fired power plants in Alberta are slated for retirement by the end of this decade. Coal fired electricity has
traditionally supplied upwards of 30%+ of the energy supply in Alberta.
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Tent Mountain Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (TM-PHES)
The Tent Mountain site has several unique features
that facilitate the PHES:
• The reservoirs are located on freehold land owned by
Montem. The PHES infrastructu re is also planned to
be located on land owned by Montem.
• The topography at Tent Mountain provides a drop of
over 300m for the water to fall and generate
significant power. This is an unusual in Alberta
where the landscape is dominated by flat prairies.
• TM-PHES design capacity will provide up to 8hrs of
continuous supply of 320MW, which is currently
unmatched by competitors.
• Alberta’s electricity market operates as an open and
competitive wholesale electricity market (unique in
Canada), and has inherent price volatility, allowing
TM-PHES to purchase power when it is cheap, and
generate power when it is expensive.
• Connectivity to Alberta’s electricity grid is via
mainline power less than 10km from the powerhouse.
• Montem is partnering with the Piikani Nation to
investigate opportunities for mutual benefit with
wind power and the PHES.

Render of PHES system at Tent Mountain
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Tent Mountain PHES assessment
• 2019 Initial Site Assessment (ISA) showed
strong potential for PHES at Tent Mountain.
• ISA indicated nearly 2.6 GWh of capacity,
premised on 320 MW of output for 8 hours.
• ISA configuration indicates the site is suitable
for a PHES system capable of targeting
production of ~300 GWh of on-peak power
production per year.
• Economic impact:
• Potential to generate ~200 construction
jobs (3-5 years)
• ~30 full time operational jobs (50-100
years)

Parameters

Units

Value

Maximum gross head

m

320

Minimum gross head

m

285

Total Waterway Length

m

1450

Total Installed Capacity

MW

320

Continuous generation period

Hours

8

Energy in Storage

MWh

2,560

Estimated Cycle Efficiency

%

78%

Maximum gross head: when upper reservoir at max depth, lower reservoir at min depth
Minimum gross head: when upper reservoir at min depth, lower reservoir at max depth
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Alberta needs dispatchable energy

•
•

Firming intermittent energy supply
Providing ancillary services required to stabilize the
grid

• Alberta’s interconnection queue is long on
intermittent generation, short on storage. There are
significant Li-ion battery projects proposed but the
issue is that they are short duration (generally <1hr)
which doesn’t always meet the reliability needs of the
market. PHES is the most economical long duration
storage option.
• Alberta doesn’t have enough storage in the queue
relative to the amount of wind/solar ( see
Interconnection Queue chart ), and of the storage
proposed the batteries won’t adequately address
system reliability for long periods of time.
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• Leading markets (e.g. UK, California) show the need
for storage:

% of Total Energy Supply

• The energy transition is accelerating in Alberta; most
new capacity is wind and solar.

Generation Capacity MW

• Renewable energy is often intermittent. When the sun
isn’t shining or the wind isn’t blowing, solar and wind
power can’t provide energy to the grid.
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Why PHES?
• Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO) will need to
address impacts of intermittent renewables.

Intermittent renewable supply is often volatile

• PHES is one of the most reliable technologies that can
support renewable energy firming.

Alberta Renewable Output
(Late March 2020)

• PHES capitalizes
on instability,
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Tent Mountain PHES is competitive
Levelized Cost of Energy in 2028

• Gas-fired generation is vulnerable to rapidly
increasing costs imposed by regulation.
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• Battery technology improving rapidly but
degradation remains a material issue.
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• Physical carbon capture materially increases
capital costs.
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•

As an example, the most recently proposed new
Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) powerplant for
Alberta was cancelled in 2020.
Furthermore, in September 2021 TransAlta
announced the closure of three existing gas-fired
electricity plants in favour of focussing on
renewable energy.
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•
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Emissions costs pressuring Gas-Fired generation
Canada’s cost of carbon emissions
subject to taxation

• Lack of clarity between financial and physical
mitigation of CO 2 combined with lack of clarity
between federal and provincial involvement in
policy is creating a negative investment climate
for natural gas fired electricity generation.
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• Federal policy establishes minimum stringency
for provincial regulations, and those minimums
are increasing rapidly ( see graph ).
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• Tent Mountain PHES is a physical option that
capitalizes on the inherent volatility in the
Alberta power market.
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• Gas-fired generation facing cost pressure,
especially the less efficient, more flexible
assets best suited to firming intermittent
renewable supply.
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• Output Based Pricing System (OBPS)
establishes benchmarks for efficiency; excess
emissions subject to compliance costs.

140

Current Federal Policy
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Wind power is concentrated in southern Alberta
• Alberta’s installed wind energy is concentrated near Tent
Mountain, enabling cheap inputs to TM-PHES.
• Alberta has over 1,685 MW installed wind capacity, with
over 400 MW of that capacity within 60km of Tent
Mountain

• Wind energy is the lowest-cost source of new electricity in
Alberta.
• New wind farms are typically financed via the security of
long-term PPAs (Power Purchase Agreements).
• A suitable PPA for the PHES at Tent Mountain could secure
the long-term economics for the project.
• Montem and the Piikani Nation have agreed to explore the
mutual benefits of the Tent Mountain Renewable Energy
Complex (TM-REX).
• The addition of a 100MW integrated wind farm to provide
renewable power to the TM-PHES significantly increases
returns and provides security to the electricity supply to the
hydrogen facility at Tent Mountain.
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Tent Mountain’s Green Hydrogen (H2) Opportunity
• A Green H2 project (one with zero emissions, running
on renewable energy and storage) would be a firstof-its-kind in Western Canada.
• There is strong institutional investment desire for
clean hydrogen projects, vocal government and
industry support and evidence of growth in Canada.
• Policy is creating the market, project economics are
supported by policy credit schemes.
• TM-PHES to supplement wind power, supplying
continuous, reliable, cheap renewable power for
green H2 production.
• Montem has an option for flat industrial land near
major logistics junctions (road, rail & gas pipeline),
providing seamless, multiple market access.
• Potential for Tent Mountain/Montem to aide
decarbonization of some key off-take users in the
area, and potentially be an early mover and key part

Render of 10MW pilot demonstration hydrogen electrolyser to produce green hydrogen

“Putting Alberta on the global hydrogen map now as this energy
source is beginning to gain prominence and promise will be crucial.”
Jason Kenny, Premier of Alberta

of a hydrogen economy build-out in Western Canada.
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Tent Mountain advantages for Green H2 through the supply chain

Renewable energy

• Abundant and nearby renewable electricity (wind farms) within 60km of the site in Southern Alberta
• Opportunities to reduce power cost (70-80% of H2 OPEX) through use of integrated wind farm for TM-PHES

• Advantaged to produce closest to identified potential off-takers (railways and mines)
Green H2 Production

• Storage required on site, enough area to also create green ammonia if desired
• Tent Mountain has several suitably flat areas under option
• Oxygen byproduct may also benefit local farming & industry

Transport & logistics

End Users

• Ready access to major road, railway and pipelines within close vicinity
• Transport will be determined based on volume production & offtaker requirements

• Location is close to higher potential H2 off-takers both for fuel and energy (prioritization underway)
• Potentially others in Western Canada or export potential (via nearby piepeline)
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Pathway to Green H2 implementation
1

Short term - Planning

• Further understand demand potential and
product requirements of off-takers

• Undertake additional technical studies, further
site investigations, and build the business case

• Engagement with suitable partners
• Risk and regulatory requirements
• Planning and approvals pathway

2

Medium term - Demonstration scale

• Demonstration scale to enable infrastructure and
off-taker requirements to ramp-up

• Feasibility studies to explore technical and
commercial viability for commercial scale

• Stakeholder and customer engagement to secure
offtake & enable infrastructure requirements

• Technology assessment and techno-economic
modelling

• Construct demonstration scale facility

3

Long term - Commercial scale

• Tent Mountain as an integrated clean energy
site with larger scale renewable integration
to back green H2 production

• Multiple commercial pathways and potential
for adoption in hydrogen fuel and
decarbonized energy use over time

• Alternative commercial models such as JV,
service agreements, with technology chosen
based on demonstration scale

and commence supply of green hydrogen

Source: Reuters; 10MW hydrogen electrolysis plant, Germany
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Project risks are being assessed
The PHES, and particularly Green Hydrogen as a new industry, each exhibit project risks and constraints
inherent to the nature of the projects. One objective of subsequent feasibility work will be to improve
Montem’s understanding of the risks and developing effective mitigation.
PHES project exhibits risks that include:
• The geotechnical stability, particularly of the upper reservoir (although this has been acting as a dam since mining
ceased in the early 1980’s indicating its competency as a reservoir).
• The site requires environmental permits and other regulatory approvals
• Connection to the Alberta grid is essential including the associated regulatory approval

Green Hydrogen project exhibits risks that include:
• It relies on securing off-takers at economic pricing
• Environmental and other permits are required
• The hydrogen electrolysis process consumes water hence access to water is required
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Next phases of work
• Feasibility work will begin with additional geotech analysis of reservoirs, proving the long-term suitability of these existing structures.
• As we advance, we will leverage the 3 years of environmental monitoring and reports recently prepared for the Tent Mountain Mine EIA to fasttrack the regulatory process to transition Tent Mountain from a mine to a PHES.
• We will continue to work with Piikani Nation to investigate mutual benefits of the pump-hydro and wind generation.
• Discussions with potential industry partners for both power and hydrogen.
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Tent Mountain’s Renewable Energy Complex (TM-REX)

• Tent Mountain has strong capability to establish a Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES).
• Studies demonstrate strong economics for hydro energy to be converted to green hydrogen
onsite at Tent Mountain.
• By powering the hydrogen plant with wind power, via the energy storage at Tent Mountain, it
could become the first significant scale “green” hydrogen plant in Alberta.

Transitioning Tent Mountain

20 20

Tent Mountain
Renewable Energy
Complex (TM-REX)

Contact us: info@montem-resources.com
October 2021
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